
Origin of of Partial Differential Equations 

NTRODUCTION 

Partial diferentia, 

of independent 
variables in the problen 

cquations arise in geometry, physics and applied mathematics when the 

in the problem under consideration is two or more. Under such a 

dent variable will be a function of more than one variable and hence it possesses , anyatives with respect to a single variable but partial derivatives with respect to 

les. In the present part of the book, we propose to study various methods nt ord independent variables 

al differential equations 

|Delhi Maths (H) 2001] 
on containing one or more partial derivatives of an unknown frunction 12 

PARTIAL 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION (P.D.E.) 

efinition. An equatio 

of wo 
or 

more 

vamples of partial diferential equations we list the following: 

independent variable is known as a partial differential equation 

(1) (dz/ar)* +a':/ðy' = 2x(d:/dx) (2) 

/dx)+dz /dy = x . (3) du/dx +du/dy + du/dz = xyz (4) 

:/a= (1+dz/0»)2 vo/dx)to:/dy= z(0:/dy) .(5) . (6) 

ORDER OF A PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION (Delhi Maths (H) 2001 
Definition. The order of a partial differential equation is defined as the order of the highest 

narial derivative occuring in the partial ditferential equation. 

In Art. 1.2, equations (1), (3), (4) and (6) are of the first order. (5) is of the second order and 

2) is of the third order. 

14 DEGREE OF A PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION Delhi Maths (H) 2001 
The degree of a partial differential equation is the degree of the highest order derivative 

which occurs in it after the equation has been rationalised, i.e., made free from radicals and fractions 
so far as derivatives are concermed. 

In 1.2, cquations (1). (2). (3) and (4) are of first degree while equations (5) and (6) are of 
second degree. 

15 LINEAR AND NON-LINEAR PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

Definitions. A partial differential equation is said to be linear if the dependent variable and 
T partial derivatives occur only in the first degree and are not multiplied. A partial differential 
qaion which is not linear is calied a non-linear partial differential equation. 

In Art. 1.2, equations (1) and (4) are linear while cquations (2), (3), (5) and (6) are non- 

her consider the case of two independent variables we usually assume them to be x and 

linear. 

1.6 NOTATIONS 

umezto be the dependent variable. We adopt the following notations throughout the 
Study of partial differential equations d/dx, q dz/dy, r=8z/dr, s=0/dxdy and I =0'z/dy 

1.3 



Origin of partial aferential tial equation 

In 
case there are n 

independent 

variables, 
we 

take 
them to be x,, x. 

and 

1.4 
and z is thn se the following notations 

regarded as the dependent 
variable. In this case 

we use 

Pdz/d, P dzx 
use of suffixes. 

Sometimes the partial 
differntiations 

are 
also 

denoted by making use of s 

and so on. P dz/dr 
Pad/ox Thus Ne 

y d uldroy 

1.7
Classification of first order partial 

differential 
equations 

into linear 

quasi-linear 
and 

non-linear 
equations 

with 
examples. 

Delhi Maths (H 

Linear equation. Afirst order 
equationf(, y z p 9)=0 is known 

P.g and , that is, if given equation is of the form Plx, P) p tQa, y) q = Rx. 

For examples, 

write ,=dulo, u, = duldy, u 
=d'u/dr*, uy d"u/ dxoy and so 

i-inear (H) 2001; 20 Delhi Maths 
if it is linea 

and p+qzty 
r'p t y' = xyz 

+ x 

are both first order linear partial 
differential equations. 

Semi-linear equation. A first order partial diferential equationj (, y z, p, g)-. 

as a 
semi-linear equation, if it is linear inp and q and the coetjicients of p and a aro "no 

X and y only ie. ifthe given equation is of the form 

For examples, 

P(x. y)p +2, y) q = R, 
and yp t xq= («zh 

xyp +*yg = xy 

are both first order semi-linear partial 
differential equations. 

Quasi-linear equation. A first order partial di�ferential equation Jx y z p g)= 

as quasi-linear equation, if it is linear inp and q, i.e., if the given equation is of the form 
0is known 

Px, y z) p + Q, y ) q = R(x, y z) 

For examples, *'ap + y'p = y 
and (-y) p +(f- zx) q =?- 

are first order quasi-linear partial differential equations. 

Non-linear equation. A first order partial diferential equation fx, y z, p, q) =0 which doa 

not come under the above three types, in known as a non-liner equation. 

and 

For examples, p+g= 1, PI=z 

are all non-linear partial differential equations. 

1.8 Origin of partial differential equations. We shall now examine the interesting question of 

how partial differential equations arise. 

elimination of arbitrary constants or arbitrary functions. 

1.9 Rule . Derivation of a partial differential equation by the elimination of arbitrary 

We show that such equations can be formed by the 

constants. 

Consider an equation 
Fx, y, z, a, b) = 0, 

where a and b denote arbitrary constants. Let z be regarded as function of two independent vara0 

x and y. Differentiating (1) with respect tox and y partially in turm, we get 

dFldy +q(F/d:) = 0 

Eliminating two constants a and b from three equations of (1) and (2), we shall oola 
F /Ox + p(OF -) = 0 and 

equation of the form 

Sx, y, z, p, q) = 0, 

which is partial differential equation of the first order. 

In a similar manner it can be shown that if there are more arbitrary constants tnifen 
of independent variables, the above procedure of elimination will give rise to partia 

equations of higher order than the first. 

Working rule for solbving problems: For the given relation Fx 
X. y, z and arbitrary constants a, b, the relation is differentiated partialy W 

number 

spect io 

ations 

independent variables x and y. Finally arbitrary constants a and b are eliminated from the i 
mally 

arbitran 
n is differ , 4, b) = 0 involving 

variabie 



tial dierential equations 

partial aferential 

aF /dx = 0 
1.5 

and h will be the required partial differential equation. 

and 

The 
equation 

free 

from 

ee siuations 

Siuation 

l. 
When 

the nu 

on of order one. 

Fl 
y 

, 
a, 6) = 0 

OF /dy = 0. 
ns may arise 

number of arbitrary constants is less than the number of independent 
hree 

iadles 

then 

the 

etim, 

pfprential equation 

For example, consider 

eais the only 

ferentiating (1) parti. 

nination of arbirary constants usually gives rise to more than one partial 
z = ax +y, 

arbitrary constant and x, y are two independent variables. 
.(1) 

rtially w.r.t. 'x', we get 
dz/dx = a (2) 

jerentiating (1) partiai w.r.t. 'y', we get 

ninating a between( and (2) yields 

Since (3) does not contain 

3:/dy =1 (3) 
z = x(ozlax)+ y 

arbitrary constant, so (3) is also partial differential under 

.(4) 

Situation I1. h 

es then the elimination 

s, we get two partial differential equations (3) and (4). When the number of arbitrary constants is equal to the number of independent of arbitrary constants shall give rise to a unique partial differential 
Quation of order one. 

Example: Eliminate a and b from 
Diferentiating (1) partially w.r.t 'x' and 'y', we have 

az+b = afx + y .(1) 

adr:/ x)= a . (2) a(d:/dy) =1 
Eliminating a from (2) and (3), we have 

(3) 

(d:/dx) (0z /dy) = 1, 
hich is the unique partial differential equation of-order one. 

Situation 11l. When the number of arbitrary constants is greater than the number of adkgendent variables, then the elimination of arbitrary constants leads to a partial differential qpation of order usually greater than one. 

Example: Eliminate a, b and c from 
Differentiating (1) partially w.r.t., 'x' and 'y', we have 
d: /ox = a+cy 

z = ax + by + cxy .. (1) 

. (2) z/dy = b+ cx 

From (2) and (3), 
. (3) 

Thus, we get three partia differential equations given by (4) and (6), which are all of order D 

EXAMPLES BASED ON RULEI OF ART 1.9 

8 z/dx=0, 8:/dy =0 (4) 

z/dxdy =c 
Now,(2) and (3) 

. (5) 
x(dz/dx) = a*+ cxy and y(0z/0y) = by + cxy 

x(dz/dx)+ y(dz/dy) = ax +by+cxy +cxyy 

dz de) + ydz/ay) = z+y?z/dxdy), using (1) and (5) 
(6) 

ia partial differential equation by eliminating a and b fromz = ar + by + a+ b 

erentiating (I) partially with respec to x and y, we get 

Ex 1. Fin 
Sol. Given 

Z ax + by + a + b. .(1) 
dzldx = a 

and 8z/dy = b. 



ial equaig 
Origin of partial diferenti 

that the arbitrary constants a and t 1.6 
values of a and b in (1) we 

see 
that the 

Substituting these 

eliminated and we obtain, 
x(drar) 

+ dz/oy) 
+ (d:/dr)" 

+ (d:/0y) 

which is the required partial 
differential 

equation. 

Ex. 2. Eliminate 
arbitrary 

constants 
a and bfrom z = (* 

-a)+y-b2,. 

differential equation. 
Banglore 1995] 

Sol. Given 

to form the par Jiwaji 19 
(r-a) +(y-6) 

Differentiating (1) partially with respect to a and b, we get 

Oz/dx = 2(x- a) 

dz/dy= 2- b). 
and 

a +-by 
(Oz/ax)+ (zlay) = 4(r - a) 

+40-b)* 
= 4 [(r - a)?+ 

(azlax) + (dloy) = 4:, using (1). 
Squatring and adding these equations, 

we 
have 

Ex. 3. Form partial diferential equations by eliminating arbitrary constanis 

the following relations 

(a) z= a(r + y) tb. 

(c)z = ar +ay +b. 

Sol. (a) Given 

Differentiating (1) partially with respect to r and y, we get 

dz/dx = a 

Eliminating a between these, we get 

which is the required partial differential equation. 

(b) Given 

or 
ants a and bto 

Sagar 1996, Rewa 19m(6) z = ar + by t ab. 

(d) z = (x +a) 0+ b). Madurai Kamraj 20 
z ar +y) +b 

azloy= a 
and 

dz/dr = dz/oy, 

Z = ax t by + ab. 

Differentiating (1) partially with respect to x and y, we get 

dz/dx = a 
and

dz/dy = b 

Substitutig the values of a and b from (2) in (1), we get 

z = x(ôzldx) +y(d:/dy) + dz/de)(d:/dy),. 

which is the required partial differential equation. 

(c)Try yourself. 
(d) Try yourself. 

Ex. 4. Eliminate a and b from z = ame' + (1/2) x a'e" +b. 

Ans. d:/dy = 2y(d:a 

Ans. z = (dz/ay) (aai 
[Meerut 20 

Sol. Given z = axe' + (1/2) x afe + b. 

Differentiating (1) partially with respect to x and y, we get 
dz/dx = ae 

dr/oy = axe+ d'e" = xae') + (ae)f. 
and 

Substituting the value of ae' from (2) in (3), we get 

Ex. 5(a). Form the partial diferential equation by eliminating h and kfrom ine 10 

dzloy=x(dz/ar) + (det 

r- h)+ (y- k) +z=1 Gulbarga 
2005; 1.A.S. 1 

-h+0y- k+2 = 2 Sol. Given 
Differentiating (1) partially with respect to x andy, we get 

2(r-h)+ 2z(0z/0x) = 0 

2-k)+2(0:/0y) = 0 
Substituting the values of (r- h) and (y - K) from (2) and (3) in (1) gives, 

(dz/ax + zdz/ay* + z?= 

r-h) = -Ador) 

-A)=-a) 

or 

and or 

(d:/ax) + (0:/09)| 
1]=1: 

or 

ich is the required partial ditfferential equation. 



rtnad dtlerentnal equations 

md the diferen dfarential equation of all spheres of radius , having centre in the xy- 

1.7 

ol 

Fnom 
ihe 

coordinate 

k, 0) in the xy-plane is given by 

M.D.U. Rohtak 2005; I.A.S. 1996, K.U. Kurukshetra 2005 afe Ccometry of three-dimensions, the cquation of any sphere of radius 

g 

Cnire 

(n 
K, 0) in 

(-0 +( 0)= * or x-hy'y- +? =" anstants. Now, proceed exactly in the same way as in Ex. 5(a). ndart 
rbitray 

constants. Now

erential equation by eliminating a and b from z = ( + a) b). IMadras 2005; Sagar 1997, 1.A.S. 1997| (x+ a) + b). 
odCnen (1) 
Mlerentiating 

d:lar= 2r(+ b) 

hstituting the valuese (0+ b) and (r + a) from (2) and (3) in (1) gives 

7. Form ferential equation. eliminating constants A and p from z =A e sin px. 

ring (1) partially with respect to x and y, we get 

or b)= (1i/2x) (àz/ðx) 
+a)= (1/2y) (dz/ðy). deoy= 2ytrt a) .(2) or 

t 
te guired partial differential equation. 

iating (1) partially with respect to x and 1, we get 

.(3) 

(d:0y)» (1/2x) * (d:/dx) or 

Axyz (dz/àxXd:/dy). 

z = A e" sin px. Sel Given ..1) 

dr = Ap e cos pr 

ntiating (2) and (3) partially with respect to x and i respectively gives 

.(2) az/dr = Ap e" sin px. 3) 

ar-Ap'e" sin px. .(4) 

ding (4) and (5), 

ad s the required partial differential equation. 

&Find the differential equation of the set of all right circular cones whose axes coincide 

8 z/ot = Ap*" sin px. .(5) 
8'z/ax+aar = 0, 

. 

Sol. The general equation of the set of all right circular cones whose axes coincide with z- 

huving semi-vertical angle a and vertex at (0, 0, c) is given by 

1.A.S. 1998| 

x+y = (z-c) tan* a, 
. (1) 

swhich both the constants c and o. are arbitrary. 
Diferentiating (1) partially, w.r.t. x and y, we get 

r=-)(a:/àe) tan? a and 2y 2(z-c) (dz/0y)tan o 

y-c) (dz/ox) tan ax = xy and x(z-c) (dz /dy) tan* a =xy 

ylz-) (dz/ldx) tan^ a = x(z-c) /dy) tan a 

nus, y (dz/ dr) =x (dz/dy), which is the required partial differential equation. 
Show that the differential equation of all cones which have their vertex at the origin is 
=z. Verify that yz + zx +xy = 0 is a surfao satisfying the above equation. Sol. The cquation of any cone with vertex at origin 1S 

LA.S. 1979] 

ax + by + cz+2fyz + 2gzx + 2hxy = 0, 1) 
& 1 are parameters. Differentiating (1) partially w.r.t. 'r and "y' by turn, we have hat p= dz/dx and q = dzldy) 2yp +2g(px + )+2hy =0 or ax + gz + hy + p(cz + gx + f) = 0 (2) 


